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In nanosystems, the primary scattering mechanisms occur at the interfaces between the material layers. As
such, the structure and composition around these interfaces can affect scattering rates and, therefore, thermal
resistances. In this work, we measure the room-temperature thermal boundary conductance of aluminum films
grown on silicon substrates subjected to various pre-Al-deposition surface treatments with a pump-probe
thermoreflectance technique. The Si surfaces are characterized with atomic force microscopy to determine
mean surface roughness. The measured thermal boundary conductances decrease as Si surface roughness
increases. In addition, stripping of the native oxide layer from the surface of the Si substrate immediately prior
to Al film deposition causes the thermal boundary conductance to increase. The measured data are compared to
an extension of the diffuse mismatch model that accounts for interfacial mixing and structure around the
interface in order to better elucidate the thermal scattering processes affecting thermal boundary conductance
at rough interfaces.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.82.085307
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thermal boundary resistance between two solids1 is
a dominant thermal resistance in nanosystems.2 The
thermal boundary resistance, R, relates the temperature drop
across an interface to the interfacial heat flux, Q, and is
quantified as R = ⌬T / Q, where T is the temperature. The inverse of the thermal boundary resistance is the thermal
boundary conductance, h. Typical values of h at solidsolid interfaces range from ⬃500 to 10 MW m−2 K−1
共R = 2 – 100⫻ 10−9 m2 K W−1兲 at room temperature depending on the solids adjacent to the boundary and the quality of
the interfaces themselves.2–4
Nanomaterials with characteristic sizes less than carrier
mean-free paths cause an increase in interfacial scattering
events compared to the carrier scattering events in the “bulk”
of the individual materials.2 This increase in interfacial scattering causes the thermal resistance in nanosystems to be
highly dependent on surface roughness, structure, interdiffusion, and reactions around the interface.5–7 Several theoretical and numerical studies have investigated the effects of
interfacial disorder and roughness on h 共Refs. 8–15兲 but only
recently has a relationship between h and interfacial properties been experimentally quantified.6,7 Clearly, the lack of
experimental work focusing on explicitly quantifying the relationship between the structural and thermal properties of an
interface warrants further investigation into the variables affecting thermal boundary conductance.
In this paper, we study the thermal boundary conductance
at Al/Si interfaces with varying substrate surface roughness.
In addition, for a portion of the samples, we strip the native
oxide layer and hydrogen terminate the Si surfaces to determine the thermal resistance associated with the native oxide
layer. We measure the Al/Si thermal boundary conductances
with time domain thermoreflectance. The resulting measurements imply that surface roughness and a native oxide layer
decrease the thermal boundary conductance thereby verifying a distinct structure-property relationship for interfacial
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transport. The implications of this relationship, in turn, impact a range of applications including both boundary roughening efforts focused on increasing the figure of merit in
thermoelectric nanomaterials2,16–18 as well as the management of thermal transport at metalized semiconductor interfaces such as Schottky barriers and ohmic contacts.19
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We prepare eight different Al/Si interfaces by evaporating
80 nm of pure Al 共vacuum pressure ⬍10−7 Torr兲 on Si substrates subjected to different surface treatments prior to Al
film deposition. The Si wafers were 500 m thick, phosphorous doped 共n type兲, and single crystalline 共100兲 with an
average resistivity of ⬃1 ⍀ cm. All substrates were cleaned
with methanol and acetone and rinsed in de-ionized water
before Al evaporation. For sample 1, no further processing
was performed prior to deposition 共as received兲. Samples
2–4 were treated in buffered oxide etch 共BOE兲 to remove the
native SiO2 layer on the surface of the wafer, submersed in
tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide 共TMAH兲 solution at
80 ° C for various times, then left in ambient for over 24 h to
allow the native oxide layer to reform on the surface. The
TMAH treatment was used to increase the surface roughness
of the Si surface. In a parallel batch of samples 共samples
1a–4a兲, the same surface treatments were performed as
samples 1–4 only the Si wafers were subjected to an additional BOE treatment immediately prior to loading into the
evaporator in which the chamber was pumped down to low
10−7 Torr. These eight samples allowed us to independently
study the effect of a roughened interface and the native SiO2
layer on h. We list the surface treatment details for the
samples in Table I.
We characterize the rms surface roughness, ␦, of the
samples prior to Al deposition with atomic force microscopy
共AFM兲 at three random locations on the surface. As expected, the BOE treatment does not change the surface morphology of the Si, as the surface roughness of the Si of
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TABLE I. Details of Si surface treatments prior to 80 nm Al film deposition, average roughness from the
AFM scans, ␦ 共nm兲, with standard deviation among the AFM scans, ␦, and average measured thermal
boundary conductance h 共MW m−2 K−1兲 with standard deviation, h. The reported standard deviations represent the deviation about the mean value of the multiple measurements on single sample.
Sample
1
1a
2
2a
3
3a
4
4a

Si treatment
As received
BOE
BOE, 3 min 30 s TMAH at 80 ° C, regrow native
SiO2
BOE, 3 min 30 s TMAH at 80 ° C, BOE
BOE, 5 min TMAH at 80 ° C, regrow native SiO2
BOE, 5 min TMAH at 80 ° C, BOE
BOE, 20 min TMAH at 80 ° C,
BOE, 20 min TMAH at 80 ° C, BOE

␦

␦

h

h

1.96
1.4

0.7
0.5

143.6
193

6.35
17.7

10.6
10.1
8.56
6.62
6.71
5.56

1.3
1.5
1.0
1.1
2.7
2.4

124.2
160.6
133.4
158
114.6
170.4

2.17
5.60
9.42
7
2.3
3.36

samples with and without the BOE are very similar 共e.g.,
samples 1 and 1a exhibit surface roughnesses of 1.96 nm and
1.4 nm, respectively兲. Figure 1 shows representative AFM
surface profiles of the Si surface of samples 1 and 2. The
differing surface roughnesses between the TMAH-treated
and non-TMAH-treated samples are clearly discernible.

Since TMAH initiates Si removal around surface imperfections, the shorter TMAH treatments lead to rougher surfaces
even though less volume of Si has been removed. Longer
treatments result in smoother surfaces as the surface imperfections are etched away.
The time domain thermoreflectance 共TDTR兲 experimental
setup we use to measure h is nearly identical to similar setups that exploit coaxial pump-probe geometries discussed in
previous works.2,20,21 Specifics of our experimental setup and
analysis considerations are discussed in a previous
publication.22 We modulate the pump pulses at a frequency
of 11 MHz to ensure one dimensional, cross plane-dominated
transport in the Al/Si samples.21,22 This cross planedominated transport ensures that the interfacial structure we
are most sensitive to is mean interfacial roughness, ␦, and
not any in-plane transport affected by the differing correlation lengths between surface structures. We took five scans at
random locations on each of the samples; representative thermoreflectance signals from samples 1a and 2 are shown in
Fig. 2. Note the signals analyzed in this study are the ratio of
the real component of the lock-in signal to the imaginary
component, −X / Y. The differing temporal decays are related

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 AFM three-dimensional surface profiles
for samples 1a 共top兲 and 2 共bottom兲, clearly demonstrating the differing surface roughness of the Si substrates prior to 80 nm Al film
deposition

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Two representative TDTR data on
samples 1a and 2 along with the best-fit thermal model. The thermal
boundary conductance, h, determined from the fits to theses specific
data sets are listed.
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To understand the carrier scattering processes contributing
to thermal transport at the rough Al/Si interfaces, consider
the thermal boundary conductance described by the diffuse
mismatch model 共DMM兲,1 given by
hDMM =

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Predictions from Eq. 共1兲 共DMM兲, Eq. 共3兲
共heff,no oxide兲, and Eq. 共4兲 共heff,oxide兲 as a function of interface roughness compared to the experimental data in Table I. The DMM has
no functional dependency on interface roughness, whereas Eqs. 共3兲
and 共4兲 predict a decrease in heff with increasing roughness which is
a trend observed in the experimental data.

to the change in thermal boundary conductances due to the
different surface roughnesses. To quantify h in each of the
samples, we fit the data with a two-layer 共film/substrate兲
thermal model that accounts for pulse accumulation in the
frequency domain.23 Using h as the only free parameter, we
use a least-squares fitting routine to determine h on each of
the samples. Figure 2 shows the best-fit thermal models to
the data and lists h for each of the data fits. The average h
determined on each of the samples is listed in Table I along
with the mean surface roughness. Standard deviations, , for
both ␦ and h are also listed in Table I. For these fits, bulk
material properties of Si are assumed and a bulk heat capacity of the 80 nm Al film is assumed.24 We verify the film
thicknesses with picosecond ultrasonics.25,26 The thermal
conductivity of the Al film was slightly reduced and estimated as 200 W m−1 K−1 from four-point probe electrical
resistivity measurements, although in the time domain of our
experiments slight changes in the Al film conductivity result
in negligible changes to the best fit h. As apparent in Table I,
not only does the surface roughness cause a change in h but
removal of the native oxide layer also has an impact on h.
The origins of these dependencies are analyzed in detail in
the next section.

III. ANALYSIS

The measured thermal boundary conductances as a
function of surface roughness for the series of Al/Si
samples are plotted in Fig. 3 An increase in surface roughness leads to a decrease in h. In addition, the removal of the
native SiO2 layer leads to a fairly constant increase in h of
more than 10%; from this we calculate the presence of the
native oxide layer to add an average resistance of
1.74⫻ 10−9 ⫾ 9.0⫻ 10−11 W−1 m2 K. Taking the thermal
conductivity of SiO2 at room temperature, oxide, as
1.24 W m−1 K−1 共Ref. 27兲, we estimate the native oxide
layer thickness to be doxide = 2.16⫾ 0.1 nm.

1
兺
4 j

冕

j

បD1,jv1,j

f
␣DMM,1→2d ,
T

共1兲

where side 1 refers to the Al and side 2 refers to the Si, ប is
the reduced Planck’s constant,  is the phonon angular frequency, D is the phonon density of states, v is the phonon
group velocity, f is the phonon distribution, ␣ is the phonon
transmission probability, and the phonon flux integral is integrated into j = 3 modes 共one longitudinal and two transverse兲. From the principle of detailed balance on the incident
phonon fluxes in the Al and Si, and assuming elastic phonon
scattering,28 the transmission coefficient is given by

␣DMM,1→2 =

兺j D2,jv2,j
兺j D1,jv1,j + 兺j D2,jv2,j

.

共2兲

To calculate the thermal boundary conductance using the
DMM formulation, we assume a sine-type phonon
dispersion29,30 for the acoustic modes in Al and Si having a
maximum longitudinal/transverse cutoff frequency as
60.4/ 36.5 Trad s−1 共Ref. 31兲 and 74.5/ 29 Trad s−1
共Ref. 32兲, respectively. The lattice parameters, meanwhile,
are specified as 0.405 for the aluminum and 0.5430 nm
within the silicon.29 It is of note that the standard form of the
DMM presented in Eqs. 共1兲 and 共2兲 assumes a perfect interface between the Al and Si 共or any two materials for that
matter兲. However, as demonstrated in this work, both the
chemistry and structure around the interface can drastically
affect the overall thermal boundary conductance. Consequently, the DMM over predicts the measured TBC as evidenced in Fig. 3.
In response to this fact, recent extensions to the DMM
have accounted for structural disorder by considering a twophase region around the interface.8,33 These works have
treated the two-phase region as either a single crystalline or
fully disordered 共amorphous兲 regime in the assessment of the
phonon scattering. However, Al has been shown to form
nanocrystallites in the transition layers around interface.34
Therefore, to account for the observed reduction in thermal
conductivity at the roughened interfaces, we consider a disordered nanocrystalline region of Al between the peaks and
valleys on the silicon surface; i.e., the spatial extent of the
nanocrystalline region is ␦. Additionally, as the thermal
boundary conductance at metal/semiconductor interfaces is
dominated by phonon transport,3 we do not consider electron
effects.
The Al phonons will be subjected to multiple-scattering
events in the disordered region for a spatial extent of ␦ before traversing across the Al/Si interface. In the samples in
which the oxide layer was not removed prior to Al deposition
共no BOE treatment兲, there will be an additional resistance
from the native oxide layer. Therefore, the effective thermal
boundary resistance is given by
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for the samples that were BOE treated and
heff,oxide =

冉

1
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+
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共3兲

冊
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for the samples that were not BOE treated, where Al,int is the
phonon thermal conductivity of the nanocrystalline Al region
around the interface. We calculate the phonon thermal conductivity of this interfacial Al region with the CallawayHolland-type model,35,36 given by

Al,int =

1
兺
62 j

冕

q

បD j

f 2
v Al,int,jd ,
T j

共5兲

where Al,int,j is the overall phonon-scattering time of the Al
phonons in this region. Scattering of the Al phonons will be
dominated by the grain boundaries within the interfacial
region and impurity scattering from elemental Si diffusion
into the Al.37 Umklapp scattering of Al phonons will negligibly contribute to the thermal resistance in this interfacial
region since the three phonon mean-free path in Al is
orders of magnitude larger than ␦ at room temperature.38
−1
−1
−1
−1
Therefore, Al,int,j = 共gb
+ Si
atoms兲 , where gb = v j / ␦ and
−1
4
Si atoms = A . The Al phonon-scattering rate with Si atoms
takes the familiar form derived by Klemens.39 In a more
rigorous treatment of impurity scattering rates, the concentration and radii of the impurity atoms, the changes in the
interatomic force constants, and the aharmonicities of the
−1
Al-Si bonds must be known to determine Si
atoms 共Ref. 40兲.
As many of these parameters are difficult to determine
around the two-phase interfacial region, we treat A as a fitting parameter which is constant for both Eqs. 共3兲 and 共4兲.
This fit using A gives insight into the strength of impurity
scattering around interfaces.
The resulting effective thermal boundary conductance for
these interfaces using Eqs. 共3兲 and 共4兲 is shown in Fig. 3 with
A = 2.9⫻ 10−43 s3. Both models capture the trends and values
in the experimental data with only a single fitting parameter
between both models. The resulting values of A used to si-

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we study the thermal boundary conductance
at Al/Si interfaces with different substrate surface roughness.
In addition, we etch the native oxide layer and hydrogen
terminates a portion of the Si interfaces to determine the
thermal resistance associated with a native oxide layer. By
measuring the Al/Si thermal boundary conductances with
time domain thermoreflectance on these differently prepared
substrates, surface roughness and a native oxide layer are
shown to decrease the thermal boundary conductance. We
investigate the functional dependency of the measured thermal boundary conductance with analytical models based on
the diffuse mismatch model and show that in addition to
phonon scattering at the Al/Si interface, phonon scattering in
the Al due to Si mass impurities and boundaries in the nanocrystalline interfacial region contribute to the observed
roughness dependency of the interfacial transport.
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